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BIF

DAQ hardware: updated TODO list

>CCC (clock and control card)
 BUG (?): Trigger validation LVDS receiver recovery not 

working properly, even after a fix.

> LDA (Link Data aggregator)
 Wing-LDA: 2nd FPGA (to get >24 layers)

 Improved TCP performance (otherwise LED calibration 
too slow)

 Data Backpressure mechanism (not enough memory 
to store a complete readoutcycle for more than >5 layers)

>DIF (Detector InterFace):
 Protocol change: backpressure mechanism

 40 MHz clock gating (noise+power reduction)

 Trigger validation timing

 Nice-to-have: parameter-controlled number of readout 
chains

> BIF (Beam Interface, based on AIDA mini-TLU)
 Need to record closely timed signals from more inputs 

reliably (Investigated early 2017, not easy)
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Moving stage remote control

> Two 20mA TTY/Ethernet devices arrived on Dec5 (Tuesday) from Marcel 
Stanitzki

> Plug&Play implementation (+ a week of playing in June 2017)

> EUDAQ producer implemented during TB

 Sets the position according to the configuration file

 Readback position stored in the EUDAQ event (start + every 10 s)

 https://github.com/jkvas/eudaq/tree/calice_cosmics_2017

> Precision within 72x72cm2 range: 2-3mm difference between corners

 Not enough precision to maintain shoot-in-between-tiles position, good enough to shoot 
at the tile

> 90 seconds per run (includes moving, T readout and 15k evt @DESY TB)

Tile beam hit position
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Labview readiness issues

> Labview Event display: ChipIDs only 8 bits!

> Labview forwards data without big processing (port# is in the data)

>Module naming and addressing

 “Module” for production index

 “Layer” for position in the stack

>Unknown bandwidth performance

 Might be a surprise for LED calibration
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When labview is not fast enough
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EUDAQ

>Working stably with cosmic teststand on windows (for weeks)

> AhcalRunControl custom runcontrol

 Reimplemented: new run after N triggers / N seconds

 Reimplemented: automatic reload of new configuration file

> EUDAQ extremely unstable during TB last week

 EUDAQ 2.1 running on windows

 Windows & labview running same notebook

 We pushed the eudaq a bit (new run every 1.5 minutes)

 Reason unclear (Network? Bug in EUDAQ producers? Bug in Run control auto 
restarting feature? Wifi?)

> Bandwidth limit not an issue (can reach 40MB/s on ntb)

> TODO

 fix the stability

 Chipid definition (chipid is 32-bit int in eudaq raw/slcio, no problem expected)
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Data Quality Monitoring

>Direct streaming eudaq → DQM4HEP foreseen to be ready
 Remi pushing strongly to be ready before summer

>We expect to have new noise frequency plots in DQM4HEP
 Tom was supposed to work on this

 Other option: eudaq monitor (text output, quick results, noise freq only)

> Trigger threshold  monitoring (external trigger event rejection)

thr=260

thr=280(?)
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Qasi-online monitor & Event display

>Needs modifications for 40 layers

> Speed will be sufficient?

 Need to be as fast as the data taking

> Volunteers to take over the responsibility?
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Discussions and ideas

> LED calibration outside a spill

 Possible solution: a dedicated fast command (would need changes in CCC, LDA & DIF)

 How to split the physics and calib data in eudaq? Different events → dedicated 
collectors?

>Run without validation

 Not a good idea? Depends on the noise levels and trigger thresholds

> PCs: 19’’ rack mounted server?
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First look at TDC (only 25 ns reference from LDA)
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Summary

> Essential: backpressure of the data between LDA & DIF

 Few weeks of work

 Iff not done → no data for >5 layers

> Essential: 2nd FPGA of the wing-LDA

 Iff not done → no data for >24 (22) layers

> Few things to be done to get fast LED calibration

>Help with DQM4HEP and quasi-online monitor would be appreciated 
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Backups
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MIP position vs. preamp settings

600 fF

200 fF
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EUDAQ2: AHCAL Event building

> Architecture: Producer(s) → Data collector → (lcio converter) → data file
 Controlled by run control within simple states 

> Simple data collectors available in EUDAQ (triggerID sync / Timestamp syn)
>Our event building is more complex → we need a custom data collector
> Slcio compatible with EUDAQ1 → analysis in DQM4HEP unchanged
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BIF (Beam Interface): Timestamping external signals

>Modified firmware of the AIDA mini-TLU
 Receives AHCAL clock
 Knows AHCAL fast commands from HDMI

>Records timestamps from 4 inputs (lemo) 
+ start&stop of acquisition

 Estimated time jitter:  1 ns

> acquisition is gated (=records only when AHCAL active)
> Implemented in the “slave mode” - acts like another LDA/DIF
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